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Abstract

HYPOTHESIS: Electrocochleography (ECochG) patterns observed during cochlear implant (CI) 

electrode insertion may provide information about scalar location of the electrode array.

BACKGROUND: Conventional CI surgery is performed without actively monitoring auditory 

function and potential damage to intracochlear structures. The central hypothesis of this study was 

that ECochG obtained directly through the CI may be used to estimate intracochlear electrode 

position and, ultimately, residual hearing preservation.

METHODS: Intracochlear ECochG was performed on 32 patients across 3 different implant 

centers. During electrode insertion, a 50-ms tone burst stimulus (500 Hz) was delivered at 110 dB 

SPL. The ECochG response was monitored from the apical-most electrode. The amplitude and 

phase changes of the first harmonic were imported into an algorithm in an attempt to predict the 

intracochlear electrode location (scala tympani (ST), translocation from ST to scala vestibuli (SV), 

or interaction with basilar membrane). Anatomic electrode position was verified using post-

operative computed tomography (CT) with image processing.

RESULTS: CT analysis confirmed 25 electrodes with ST position and 7 electrode arrays 

translocating from ST into SV. The ECochG algorithm correctly estimated electrode position in 26 
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(82%) of 32 subjects while 6 (18%) electrodes were wrongly identified as translocated 

(sensitivity=100%, specificity=77%, positive predictive value=54%, and a negative predictive 

value=100%). Greater hearing loss was observed postoperatively in participants with translocated 

electrode arrays (36 ± 15 dB) when compared to isolated ST insertions (28 ± 20 dB HL). This 

result however, was not significant ((p=0.789).

CONCLUSION: Intracochlear ECochG may provide information about CI electrode location and 

hearing preservation.
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cochlear implantation; scalar translocation; electrocochleography (ECochG); ECochG; Scala 
Tympani (ST); Scala Vestibuli (SV)

INTRODUCTION

Cochlear implantation (CI) is the standard of care for adults and children with severe-to-

profound sensorineural hearing loss (SNHL). CI surgery that achieves electrode placement 

exclusively within ST can result in hearing preservation and improved performance. In cases 

of residual low frequency hearing, it has been demonstrated that preservation of residual 

inner ear structures by means of proper location of the electrode array may result in 

preservation of residual pre-operative hearing important for achieving optimal performance 

following implantation (1–6). Preservation of residual hearing is becoming more and more 

important as the number of patients who are candidates of electro-acoustic stimulation 

(EAS) strategies continues to increase.

Modifications in surgical technique (e.g., round window insertion) (7), electrode design 

(e.g., lateral wall) (8,9), and the use of pharmacologic agents (e.g. steroids) (10) have all 

been employed to increase the likelihood for successful hearing preservation. However, 

conventional CI surgery is performed without a means of monitoring the physiologic 

integrity of the inner ear structures during manual insertion of the electrode array. One such 

monitoring technique is electrocochleography (ECochG) which can provide real-time 

feedback from the inner ear structures, specifically the hair cells, and spiral ganglion cells. 

Furthermore, as we explore in this paper, ECochG may provide an indication of scalar 

location during and after electrode insertion. Given that scala tympani (ST) insertion without 

crossover into scala vestibule (SV) has been associated with better hearing outcomes (11) 

and estimates of rate of translocation from ST into SV as high as 32% (5,8), such a 

predictive alarm could be clinically useful.

Recent reports have attempted to explore the utility of electrocochleography (ECochG) as a 

method for detecting functionally relevant, micromechanical changes within the cochlea 

during CI surgery. The ECochG response includes electrophysiological signatures that 

reflect hair cell activation (i.e., the cochlear microphonic (CM))(12) and can be recorded 

from both extracochlear and intracochlear locations. The latter approach has used the CI 

electrodes as a means of monitoring intracochlear trauma resulting from array insertion (13–

18). O’Connell et al., (18) demonstrated significant differences between exclusive ST 

insertions and those translocating from ST to SV using intra-operative, post-insertion 
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ECochG and post-operative audiometry. However, these reports were limited by their 

inability to identifying scalar location of the electrode. The goal of this study was to 

determine how the ECochG pattern(s) observed during CI electrode insertion could provide 

information about scalar location of the electrode array and potentially predict hearing 

preservation.

METHODS

Institutional Review Board (IRB) approval was obtained at all participating institutions. 

Adult CI candidates with normal labyrinthine anatomy and without middle ear disease or 

history of prior ear surgery who had chosen an Advanced Bionics HiRes90K Advantage 

implant with a HiFocus Mid Scala electrode (Valencia, CA), were eligible for study 

inclusion. All participants provided separate written consents for surgery and study 

participation.

Intraoperative Technique

Following anesthetic induction, a foam-tipped sound tube was placed in the external 

auditory meatus, and the pinna was gently folded forward, as previously described (19). 

Care was taken not to crimp the sound tube. Following incision, a cortical mastoidectomy 

followed by facial recess and round window niche removal was carried out. After placement 

of the receiver-stimulator within the periosteal pocket, the implant head-piece was aligned 

with the internal device and held in place, magnetically. The surgeon then proceeded with a 

round window (RW) or extended RW cochlear entry.

Electrocochleography

The ECochG apparatus and custom software (Advanced Bionics Corp., Valencia, CA) was 

used to record the ECochG responses from the apical electrode contact during insertion of 

the array (16). An alternating polarity 500 Hz tone burst stimulus (50 ms) was delivered at 

110 dB SPL during electrode insertion. Notations were made by the person running the 

ECochG software regarding depth of insertion of the electrode array including initial entry 

into the cochlea and at various locations as verbally specified by the implanting surgeon (e.g. 

electrode 4 at RW, proximal blue line at RW, distal blue line at RW). Responses were 

recorded at ~ 4–5 averages/sec.

Data Analysis

Fast Fourier transformation (FFT) (Mathworks, Natick, MA) was used to obtain the 

amplitude and phase of the first harmonic response during the insertion. The amplitudes 

were converted to dB (re: 1 uV). The amplitude and phase patterns at the first harmonic 

during insertion were then categorized in an effort to predict the scalar electrode location. 

These observed changes were categorized as either same scalar location (ST) or 

translocation (ST/SV). These scalar locations were estimated through various predictive 

algorithms applied to the ECochG responses recorded during insertion. This algorithm had 

been formulated based on a training set of ECochG recordings from prior work (16–18) and 

focused on both amplitude and phase of the ECochG signal. Note that amplitude changes are 

presented as dB (dB relative to amplitude at RW) with the caveat that dB does not refer to 
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audiological levels as is typical in an audiogram but rather represents an order of magnitude 

change in response (e.g. 20 dB refers to an increase from 1mV to 10mV and 6 dB refers to 

an increase from 1 mV to 2mV). Phase difference refers to the change between the acoustic 

signal presented via the ear insert and the recorded ECochG signal with the acoustic signal 

typically leading, thus eliciting the ECochG response.

The ECochG responses were classified according to the 3 distinct patterns shown in Fig. 1. 

The amplitude and phase characteristics of Type 1 was an overall increase in amplitude and 

small changes in phase from start of insertion to end of insertion. The Type 2 pattern was 

distinguished by an increase in amplitude during insertion followed by a drop in amplitude 

at the end of insertion with a large change in phase at or near complete inversion (180 

degrees or π radians) during the drop in amplitude. The Type 3 pattern was distinguished by 

an increase in amplitude during insertion followed by sharp drop in amplitude but a smaller 

phase change during the drop in amplitude. An empirical algorithm was developed with 

standard amplitude drop and phase change to differentiate between these three patterns. First 

author (KK), who was blinded to the CT scan results, observed the insertion tracks for each 

patient and categorized the ECochG response as one of these three patterns based on the 

empirical algorithm.

Post-insertion CT Scan

CT scans were obtained following electrode insertion either in the operating room or 

following surgery. Analysis was carried out according to previous described protocols (20–

21).

RESULTS

Reconstructed CT images of two representative participants are shown in Figure 2. Panels A 

and B show a representative participant with an electrode array that did not translocate 

during insertion. Panel C shows the amplitude and ECochG phase responses during this 

insertion. A Type 1 pattern is demonstrated showing an increase in the amplitude of the 

response during insertion followed by a small decrease and plateau. Overall phase changes 

of approximately 3 radians (~180 deg) from the beginning to the end of insertion were 

observed. A 13 dB decrease in low frequency pure tone average (PTA, average of 125, 250 

and 500 Hz) was verified at the first fitting appointment, approximately 4 weeks after 

surgery. This participant has an insertion angle of 345 degrees. Panels D and E show the 

reconstructed images for a representative participant with an electrode array that translocated 

from ST to SV during insertion. Panel F shows the amplitude and phase of the ECochG 

responses illustrating a Type 3 response with an initial increase in the amplitude of the 

response followed by a sharp decrease. Small changes in phase during the drop in amplitude 

were observed. A PTA change of 37 dB at the first fitting appointment, approximately 4 

weeks after surgery was observed. This participant has an insertion angle of 416 degrees.

Table 1 shows the results of behavioral audiometric testing, CT scan determined electrode 

location, angular insertion depth, and ECochG patterns for the 32 implanted subjects. Post-

operative CT scans revealed that 25 of the 32 participants (78%) had electrode arrays that 

resided completely in the ST throughout the insertion and 7 participants (22%) that had 
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electrode arrays that translocated from ST to SV at some point during insertion. Post-

operative PTA was higher amongst the group with confirmed translocation (36 ±15 dB loss) 

when compared to those with electrodes confined to ST (28±20 dB loss). This difference 

was not significant (p=0.789).

AMPLITUDE/PHASE PATTERNS:

Based on the ECochG patterns observed during the insertion, the participants were divided 

into two groups: same scalar insertion (i.e. non-translocation) or translocation. Type 1 

patterns were treated as same scalar insertion, i.e. ST or SV only. The increase in amplitude 

of the ECochG suggests that the electrode imparts minimal trauma on intracochlear 

structures while reaching the apical portions of the cochlea where residual hearing is most 

likely to be present. Type 2 patterns characterized by an initial increase in amplitude 

followed by a large reduction in amplitude and a large phase change were also treated as 

same scalar insertion. Type 3 patterns characterized by initial amplitude rise followed by 

amplitude drop along with small phase change were treated as scalar translocations.. Table 1 

shows the scalar estimation based on ECochG responses and CT scan scalar identification. 

The ECochG algorithm correctly estimated electrode position in 26 (82%) of 32 subjects 

while 6 (18%) electrodes were wrongly identified as translocated (sensitivity=100%, 

specificity=77%, positive predictive value=54%, and a negative predictive value=100%).

DISCUSSION

The results of the current study suggest that the amplitude and phase of intracochlear 

ECochG recordings can be used to predict the final scalar location of a CI electrode array. 

Our empirical algorithm correctly identified final intracochlear electrode location (i.e., same 

scala (ST or SV only) versus ST/SV translocation) in 81% of the cases in this sample of 32 

adult CI recipients. The six cases that represent false negative predictions of final scalar 

location (i.e., the algorithm predicted electrodes translocating from ST to SV, but 

translocation was not demonstrated according to CT) provide insight into possible situations 

which likely change the basilar membrane mechanics, e.g. the CI electrode touching or 

pushing upon basiliar membrane but not resulting in true translocation.

The current study is the first to look at ECochG amplitude and phase changes during 

insertion to estimate scalar location of the electrode array and verify through CT scans. 

Interpreting ECochG amplitude and phase changes during CI electrode insertion is complex 

due to the fact that the recording electrode is being moved from the base to apex, and 

amplitude and phase are known to vary according to location within the cochlea. In 1953, 

Von Bekesy (23) reported that maximal displacement of the basilar membrane is frequency 

and location dependent. In 1975, Wilson and Johnstone et al., (24) showed intracochlear 

place dependent phase changes in which phase, with respect to the stimulus at the tympanic 

membrane, increased from base to apex. Frequency specific phase changes or delays have 

been previously reported either using ABR or extracochlear ECochG (25–26). More 

recently, Campbell et al., (27) used intra-cochlear multi-electrode ECochG after CI array 

insertion to demonstrate that delay of ECochG gets progressively larger from the base to the 

apex similar to traveling wave properties described in earlier literature.
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Previous work by Campbell and colleagues (15, and 27), provided preliminary data for the 

notion that ECochG insertion patterns with a sizeable decrease in the CM magnitude during 

insertion without recovery indicates intracochlear trauma. The data contained herein are in 

agreement with these findings as all of the cases with a translocation demonstrated a drop in 

CM magnitude without recovery. The current work builds from this starting point by 

demonstrating that the incorporation of phase characteristics with amplitude allows better 

specificity and sensitivity when predicting scalar translocation based on ECochG analysis. 

Specifically, our algorithm interprets a large phase change—nearly completely out of phase 

at 180 degrees or π radians—to indicate the electrode array has not translocated while 

smaller phase changes would indicate translocation.

It is not entirely clear to us why the phase shift is so important in predicting scalar location. 

The phase shift represents a discontinuity between the leading signal, the acoustic stimulus 

presented via the ear insert at 500Hz, and the lagging signal, the ECochG recording. Our 

initial interpretation was that large phase shifts would be associated with translocation 

signaling the dissociation of the signals. However, the training algorithm differentiated 

between large phase shifts, those approximating 180 degrees (π radians) and smaller phase 

shifts. Exploring the prior literature, we have formulated a hypothesis that the large phase 

shift, or inversion, may be associated with normal functioning of the basilar membrane 

perhaps associated with recordings in near proximity to the characteristic frequency (CF) of 

the basilar membrane for the 500Hz acoustic signal. This hypothesis is supported by the 

work of Kohloffel et al. (22) who recorded ECochG amplitude and phase in an animal model 

and showed phase changes of approximately 180 degrees and drops in amplitude when the 

recording electrode moved past the CF region. However, the 500Hz region of the basilar 

membrane is typically beyond the reach of CI electrodes (30). Our algorithm indicates that 

phase changes not near the complete inversion range of 180 degrees are associated with 

translocation perhaps indicating a random dissociation between the leading and training 

signals. This contention is supported by prior animal work (28, 29). While these initial 

results are promising for clinical applicability, understanding the nuances of patient specific 

ECochG recordings will require many additional data sets.

CONCLUSION

Real-time ECochG recorded through the CI electrode array likely provides the implanting 

surgeon feedback with information predictive of the location of the electrode array within 

the cochlea.
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Figure 1: 
Simulated patterns observed during insertion for amplitude and phase.
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Figure 2: 
Two representative insertions for each non-translocation and translocation. Panels A and B 

show two different views of a reconstructed CT image showing insertion completely in ST. 

Panel C shows the ECochG amplitude and phase changes during insertion. EcochG 

amplitudes show increase during insertion and minor decrease in amplitude during insertion. 

Panels D and E show two different views of reconstructed CT image showing electrode 

translocation from ST to SV. Panel F shows the ECochG amplitude and phase changes 

during insertion. ECochG amplitude shows an increase in amplitude followed by a dramatic 

drop and no recovery.
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Table 1

Scalar location estimation through CT and ECochG

Subject ID PTA Change CT Scalar
Location

Insertion
Angle
(CT)

ECochG
Scalar
Estimation

ECochG
Insertion Type

S1 0 ST 339 ST 1

S2 22 ST 340 ST 2

S3 13 ST 345 ST 1

S4 24 ST 349 ST 2

S5 43 ST 368 SV 3

S6 8 ST 411 ST 1

S7 37 ST 340 ST 1

S8 7 ST 393 ST 1

S9 34 ST 408 ST 1

S10 59 ST 348 ST 1

S11 21 ST 375 SV 3

S12 43 ST 357 ST 1

S13 4 ST 381 ST 1

S14 26 ST 371 ST 1

S15 35 SV 322 SV 3

S16 47 SV 395 SV 3

S17 43 SV 414 SV 3

S18 37 SV 416 SV 3

S19 53 SV 368 SV 3

S20 39 ST 375 SV 3

S21 3 ST 326 ST 2

S22 20 ST 396 SV 3

S23 65 ST 389 ST 1

S24 24 ST 350 ST 1

S25 50 ST 344 ST 1

S26 29 ST 423 ST 1

S27 10 SV 439 SV 3

S28 34 ST 372 SV 3

S29 70 ST 404 ST 1

S30 DNT ST 483 ST 1

S31 25 SV SV 3

S32 20 ST SV 3
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